Internet gaming disorder: deficits in functional and structural connectivity in the ventral tegmental area-Accumbens pathway.
Dopamine projections from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) to the nucleus accumbens (NAc) and from the substantia nigra (SN) to the dorsal striatum are involved in addiction. However, relatively little is known about the implication of these circuits in Internet gaming disorder (IGD). This study examined the alteration of resting-state functional connectivity (RSFC) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) -based structural connectivity of VTA/SN circuits in 61 young male participants (33 IGD and 28 healthy controls). Correlation analysis was carried out to investigate the relationship between the neuroimaging findings and the behavioral Internet Addiction Test (IAT). Both the NAc and medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC) showed lower RSFC with VTA in IGD subjects compared with controls. Moreover, the RSFC strength of VTA-right NAc and VTA-left mOFC correlated negatively with IAT in IGD subjects. The IGD subjects also showed lower structural connectivity in bilateral VTA-NAc tracts compared with controls, but the connectivity did not correlate with IAT in IGD. We provide evidence that functional and structural connectivity of the VTA-NAc pathway, and functional connectivity of the VTA-mOFC pathway are implicated in IGD. Since these pathways are important for dopamine reward signals and salience attribution, the findings suggest involvement of the brain DA reward system in the neurobiology of IGD. The association of functional but not structural connectivity of VTA circuits with IAT suggests that while lower structural connectivity might underlie vulnerability for IGD, lower functional connectivity may modulate severity. These results strengthen the evidence that IGD shares similar neuropathology with other addictions.